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Abstract

We present OmniTiles, a manually changeable interface that enables the user to customize their own display. This is achieved by using tiles in basic shapes that are clipped together via magnets. The created structures are then placed on top of a camera-projector set up to track the single tiles and project onto them. The generation of different structures requires no activation mechanism or prior technical knowledge by the user. The 3D printed tiles are robust and cost-efficient, making the system particularly suited for non-experts such as families with children. First, we explain the creation process of our tiles and the implementation of the system. We then demonstrate the flexibility of our system via applications unique to our tile approach and discuss the limitations and future plans for our system.

CCS Concepts

• Human Computer Interaction → Interactive surfaces; • Projection Display → Omni-Directional System; non intrusive markers;

1. Introduction

Most people are accustomed to using two-dimensional displays such as smartphones or tablets. While these have the advantage of easily fitting inside pockets and are therefore very portable, these displays also come with several disadvantages: Due to the lack of depth, optical illusions can easily occur and there is little to no haptic feedback for the user.

To compensate for these shortcomings, several three dimensional (3D) and shape changing displays with varying focuses [RPPH12] were introduced over the years. While some concentrate on changing-mechanisms for 3D structures mimicking virtual objects which are then used to support the immersion of virtual reality (VR) environments, others try new ways of creating deformable displays. However, these systems typically provide only constrained ways of changing such as extending, moving along an axis or inflating to alter their size. These mechanisms typically require elaborate activation mechanisms and often have to be redesigned for every new application. This does not allow end-users without technical background to create or design their own display without prior training. Furthermore, the activation mechanisms require responsible handling and are often expensive in set up or maintenance making them unattractive for end-users and usually targeted towards adults only.

We therefore introduce our OmniTiles prototype, a user-
customizable display which utilizes tiles in basic polygonal shapes that can be clipped together to create more complex structures. We created triangles, squares, and pentagons of the same side length and bigger triangles and squares of a doubled side length. These tiles are inspired by tile blocks like Magformers† that children play with. To display data onto the tiles we use a camera-projector setup underneath a wide angle fisheye lens which allows for simultaneous tracking and projection.

Our design enables multiple users to interact with the system concurrently, allowing them to share information among each other without any constraints. Further, the simple magnet-based clipping mechanism lets the user create and alter the shape of the display without requiring any knowledge of 3D software, electronics or mechanical construction. The structures and hence shapes of the display are only limited by the occlusion-free capturing space of the camera, therefore enabling changes in width and height as well as rotation and shape. The structures created out of the tiles can range from simple shapes like cubes or bowl-like structures to more abstract ones. Multiple users can design and compose a display together supporting each other. The single tiles are 3D printed which makes them sturdy and cost-efficient in creation and maintenance. Our system can be used relentlessly and single components can be produced cost-efficient making it interesting for families with young children.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
1. Conceptual approach of a user customizable interface for an augmented reality projection space.
2. Basic tiles allow for low cost production and rapid creation of new structures without requiring any technical knowledge.
3. Increased capability in terms of changeable parameters as well as the structure of the display itself
4. Discussion of different use cases and applications as well as limitations and future extensions of the system

2. Related Work
Our related work covers several fields. While we considered 3D and shape-changing displays, and omni-directional projector systems in particular, we also conducted research on suitable tracking and production methods for our tiles.

† https://magformers.com/

2.1. Three-Dimensional and Shape Changing Displays
First, we took an extended look into different 3D displays including augmented and virtual reality [ISS, OMS, JYBK] and different shape changing displays [YOTS, SIF, SII], some of which already tried to utilize multiple screens or tiles for their information display [CLW, LK, PM, RU].

Though most people are used to flat 2D displays like smartphones and tablets, there are certain limitations to these displays. For instance, the lack of a third dimension can cause optical illusions and makes it impossible to tell shapes from the surface alone. Evenit et al. [EA] therefore created a semi-solid surface which can be deformed and lifted by utilizing the ShapeClip modules introduced by Hardy et al. [HWT] which can be extended along their height.

Other research concentrates on the overall idea of clipping single modules together. This is either done to extend or change a surface as the user sees fit [RKLS, TOA, LHL] or to mimic a physical structure [LGB, NULI]. Tiab et al. Tiltstacks [TBS], for example, can change their length along an axis and bend to one side which allows for several surface structures when multiple Tiltstacks are combined. Lu et al. [LHL], on the other hand, uses cube shaped ID building blocks which can be stacked on top of each other while keeping track of the single block’s ID. This allows one to save information such as position of a character in a game on a single blocks which can then be moved around with said character.

Similar to this idea, Goguey et al. introduced PickCells [GSL], small cubic cells that can be arranged by the user. The cells can be used to display information individually or over their connected structure. The use of small touch screens provides good image quality and interaction but makes the system more fragile and expensive.

2.2. Omni-Directional Projection Systems
For tracking and projecting onto our tiles, we further looked into systems which allow for the capture and/or tracking of an extended area, not limited to the front of a standard webcam. Miyashita et al. [MYU] for instance, introduced a portable system that allows it to track and project into the environment simultaneously. A camera and projector are attached to the user allowing them to move around...
freely, though, the tracking range is therefore limited to the area in front of the user.

Benko et al. [BW10] constructs a tilted geodesic dome with an omni-directional projector-camera setup in it. Several users can enter the dome simultaneously and interact with the displayed data via gesture recognition and speech commands. In Maeda et al.’s research [MPSK18] on the other hand, they created a fixed setup consisting of a 360 degree camera and a projector with a wide-angle fisheye lens placed below a table allowing for an increased tracking and projection space in which markers could be detected. Takagi et al. [TSMK21] altered this system to have the camera and the projector axis aligned by using an infrared camera instead of the 360 degree color camera together with a half mirror below the table. Both of these systems used markers for their interactions.

We chose this latter system for our prototype as we think of our system as a support stationed around a sitting place like a desk or a dining table. Therefore, the increased projection and tracking space around the camera and projector is more desirable over the increased mobility of Miyashita et al.’s work [MYU*18]. Additionally, the use of infrared light in the omni-directional system aids in filtering any background noise from our markers.

### 2.3. Tracking

Over the years, several camera based tracking methods have been introduced. From different marker based tracking systems [PP04, HLW*18] over emitter based tracking systems [WSF18] to gesture input [SKPP19]. For markers, research typically tries to balance between the visibility of the markers for the camera and the user as well as occlusion handling. Markers which are visible to the human eye could distract the user and disturb projection space. Takagi et al. [TSMK21] for instance, uses markers made from retro-reflective material in their system. Since the material is made from a light color, it can still be projected onto without the markers disturbing the image. At the same time, the use of infrared light enables the system to easily track the markers. Tone et al. [TIHS20] used infrared light channeled through a 3D printed object to recognize and project onto said object. The infrared light emitters and the channels are hidden within the object. The blinking rate of the light is used to track and trigger events unnoticed by the user.

For robust occlusion handling, Narita et al. [NW115, NW116] uses a matrix of dots for projection onto a deformable surface. The known matrix enables strong occlusion handling which allows for the calculation of the overall surface shape from the distance of the dots to each other as well as occluded parts. We found that this approach of dot based markers held several advantages for our system, which is why we based our tracking approach on it.

### 2.4. Systems for Children

Systems targeted towards children require an extra work in the design process to make them robust enough for rigorous interactions. For this reason all of the previously introduced research is targeted towards older children and adults as their single components are too fragile.

There are systems designed for children specifically, but these are mere extensions of dolls and other toys [SHH21, OMS18, JYBK20] who do not offer a display interaction. These studies show a merit in the use of smart toys and augmented reality applications for children in terms of immersive entertainment and creativity stimulation. However, current shape-changing and 3D displays are often targeted towards adults as their single components are too expensive or fragile for families with young children. OmniTiles tries to solve these issues by providing a sturdy, low-cost system.

![Figure 3: Overview of our production pipeline: 3D model, 3D-printed tile, and finished tile from left to right.](image)

### 3. Hardware

Our system consists of several tiles that can be clipped together into different shapes via magnets incorporated into their sides. They can then be placed on top of an omni-procam system and are tracked via an infrared camera.

#### 3.1. Omni Procam System

Our hardware consists of a projector (HITACHI LP-WU6500J) and a camera (FLIR Grasshopper3) which are both placed below a wide angle fisheye lens (Opteka OPT-0.2X-37 fish-eye-lens). To align them to the same axis, a half-mirror is placed at the intersection point (see Fig. 2 middle). The camera is capable of detecting light in the infrared spectrum. To increase the capturing range, infrared LEDs are placed around the fish-eye lens to provide better lighting conditions. A filter for visible light is placed on top of the camera’s lens to prevent the projector from over-lighting the camera’s image.

#### 3.2. Tiles Design

The core mechanic of our system are tiles in basic shapes which can be combined to larger structures inspired by building blocks that children play with. To achieve this, we designed triangle, square, and pentagon shaped tiles with magnets at the sides (see Fig. 1). For a magnetic attraction regardless of the tile’s rotation, diametrical-directional magnets which can rotate freely along their center axis are necessary.

For cost and time efficient production, the tiles are 3D printed from semi transparent material (Photopolymer resin, durable type (FLUDCL02) from Formlabs). To save material and production time, we designed the sides of the single tiles thicker (7mm) so that the 4mm-diameter magnets can be inserted into 5mm-diameter holes located at two positions on each side for the smaller tiles as depicted in Figure 3 and 4 positions at each side for the larger tiles with doubled side length, while the main projection space in the center is only 3mm thin.
The image is recorded in gray-scale for the tracking since the infrared light omits the color information. For the contour detection, we preprocess the cropped, gray-scale image by applying a 5x5 Gaussian Blur followed by an adaptive Gaussian thresholding to binarize the image. Via OpenCV’s contour detection, we then detect possible markers’ contours from this binarized image based on the following criteria: First, the outline must be closed and second, its area must be between a minimum and maximum threshold. The thresholds used were empirically determined and are influenced by factors such as the camera’s field of view and the used image size. We then use the circularity of the outline to determine the shape of it. Squares have a circularity between 0.75 and 0.85, triangles are below 0.75 and pentagons above 0.85.

In a parallel step, we derive an ID array from the number of dots located close to each other where each group of dots corresponds to one entry of the ID array (see Fig. 5 left). For this, we apply a bilateral filter to the blurred gray-scale image and use it as an input for OpenCV’s blob detection to find possible dots of our ID array. We then check which of the found dots lie within an outline candidate and separate them into different lists, containing the dots’ positions. From each of these lists, we derive the ID array from the grouping of the dots. Hereby, dots which are closer together than a minimum distance threshold are considered to be in one group and their number is stored in the ID array as an entry, starting with the group which is positioned at a 0 degree angle in a two-dimensional coordinate system (see Fig. 5).

We made sure that every ID array of a tile would fulfill the following requirements: First, the array must be unique even when the entries are shifted in order to make sure that no two tiles will have the same ID. Secondly, the array must be asymmetric, so that the tile’s rotation and side can be detected. This means that the tile’s dots should not be placed in a point-symmetric pattern around the tile since this would not allow for the differentiation between a rotation of 0 and 180 degrees. Further, they should not be placed axis symmetric to the x and y axis of the tile, as the front and the back side could not be distinguished. This last requirement is only necessary as we want to create applications which require the differentiation of the tiles’ sides.

4.1.2. Library and Comparison

After deriving this ID array, we compare it to the length of the previously defined ID arrays within our self-created library which we will refer to as library arrays hereinafter. The library is a text file containing the ID followed by the defined array in one line. For the comparison, we want to derive the similarity of the two arrays which is the number of consecutive, matching entries. Ideally, the similarity matches the number of entries in the library array which would provide a single, unique array. However, this is only the first of three possible cases:

1) The found array and the library array have the same length:
No occlusion

2) The found array is longer than the library array: additional dots were wrongly detected

3) The found array is shorter than the library array: parts are occluded

In the first case, we can compare the array to the entries in the library without any further steps since we can assume that there was no occlusion. We store the found outline’s center position together with its ID and similarity in the list of previously tracked outlines.

For the second case where the found array is longer than the library array, we can assume that there were wrongly detected dots
within the outline. This can be due to irregularities in the surface which cause shadows on the tile. For this case, we take the center position of the found groups of dots and calculate the angle to the tile center. We then store the angle differences between two neighboring dots in a list. Since we placed the dots’ groups in regular distances, we can assume that the wrongly detected dot lying between these groups will have a lower angle difference to its neighbors than the other groups (see Fig. 5). Hence, we remove the groups with the minimum distances until we reached the same number of entries as the library array. After that, we proceed in the same way as in case 1.

In the last case, we differentiate how much the lengths differ. If the found array’s length falls under the threshold of \( T_L = \left\lceil \text{libraryArraysLength} \times 0.5 \right\rceil + \left\lceil \text{corners} \times 0.5 \right\rceil \), we do not consider it as a marker. Otherwise, we assume that there was an occlusion. Similar to the second case, we then compare the angle difference of the found dot groups to each other and fill the array with -1 at the maximum differences until the length matches the library array’s length.

After ensuring that both arrays have the same length, we return the highest number of consecutively matching entries as the similarity together with all possible library array IDs that matched this sequence. Next, we check in the list of previously tracked outlines if there have been outlines around the same position with a higher similarity. We assume that the position of an outline does not change much between two frames. If there is an outline around the same position with a higher similarity, we check if the stored ID of that outline is contained in the list of possible library array IDs and take it as the most likely outline. We then store the new position but keep the higher similarity in the list of previously tracked tiles.

4.2. Vertex detection

After receiving our potential marker outlines, we extract the corners of them, so that we can send them as vertices to Unity3D. For this, we reduce the outline’s point entries by comparing the distance of each point to the line drawn between its neighbors. The points with a minimum distance are then removed from the outline’s list since they are likely to be part of the line and not corner.

We repeat this until the number of corners designated by the shape detection is reached. To get the correctly rotated order of the vertices, we use the previous information of our grouped dots angle. Hereby, we compare the library array to the found array to get the entry which should refer to the library array’s first entry. We then find the corner closest to that entry and define it as our start corner. From there we store the other corners in counter-clockwise order.

4.3. Interaction Design

After calculating the ID and vertices of all found tiles, we store them in a list and send them via ZeroMQ‡ to the Unity3D engine where we use the information to create and update virtual tile representations. These representations are then captured by a virtual camera and used for the output of the projector underneath the fisheye lens. To compensate for the lens distortion, the camera image is altered by a fisheye projection shader calibrated for the real fisheye lens.

The virtual tiles can then be checked for different behaviors and used for several applications. The interactions we detect are illustrated in Figure 6 and consist of the following:

- **Turning**: The Z rotation changes. The change can be taken to update a value similar to a turning nob or for an object whose behavior depends on its rotation, for example, an hourglass.
- **Clipping**: The distance of two tiles falls below a certain threshold. This can be used to initialize a combined behavior.
- **Flipping**: The ID of the tile’s other side was detected. This can be used to display different images on each side of the tile (see Fig. 10) or for activating another behavior like the Turning.

**Figure 5**: **Left** is a tile without detection fault. The entries of its ID array are derived from the single groups of dots. Here, a single dot refers to an entry of 1, two dots to an entry of 2 and so on. The angle difference to the next groups should be the same. **The middle** shows a tile with detection fault which results in a smaller angle to the next dot groups. **Right**, the vertex calculation and rotation calculation is depicted.

‡ [https://zeromq.org/](https://zeromq.org/)
• Disappearance: The tile was covered or moved out of the image. This requires to keep track of previously detected tiles and can be used to activate behaviors or projections which should be displayed on a bigger area (see Fig. 9).

Depending on the application, we either change the appearance of the tile itself or place another object onto the tile. Placing another virtual object onto the tile has the advantage that this object can come with its own behaviors. These behaviors can be executed parallel or separate to the tile’s behavior. This allows for an easy implementation of behaviors for single tiles and overall behaviors for the entire structure that the tiles are creating.

As another interaction method we created an external infrared LED light that can be seen in Figure 7 on the left. We use background subtraction and a binary threshold to detect the light’s position as shown in Figure 8 and send the center of the detected light’s area to Unity3D. This allows for applications like drawing and inputs via pointer (see Fig. 13).

5. Applications

To show the flexibility of possible applications, we implemented some prototype applications based on single tiles and structures of tiles.

5.1. Single Tile Behavior

For the following applications, we used the single tiles rather than a combined structure of tiles. Each tile has a virtual object assigned to its ID which can be used to implement different behaviors. For our prototype, we implemented an hourglass which can be physically turned around (see Fig. 12 right), and a changing behavior when certain tiles are clipped together. This changing behavior can be used and adapted easily for different applications. For instance, did we design some simple, nature based combinations which could be used for a children’s game like a rainy cloud which can extinguish a fire placed on another tile (see Fig. 12 left).

For a more elaborate utility, we created a set of tiles where one side of the tile will display a Japanese sign and the other one will display an image of the object. In Japanese there are often words which consist of several signs. We therefore used the distance detection to change two connected signs to the object they are representing. In Fig.11 an example for the word volcano can be seen which consists of the signs for fire and mountain. By placing them together the image of a volcano will be displayed. This provides an interesting way of learning another language and could be extended to other educational applications. The physical interaction provides a haptic feedback which might enhance the user’s engagement and therefore the overall learning experience [APDF11].

5.2. Structures of tiles

We further implemented applications where the user can create their own structures freely and interact with them either via the tiles themselves or via the external LED light.

5.2.1. Photo-Sculpture

Our first application displays different photos from a selected folder. On each tile one photo is displayed. By changing the physical arrangement of the tiles including the rotation, the user can create their own photo-sculpture (see Fig. 1 c). The displayed photo can be changed by flipping the tile which will select the next image.
Figure 10: Same tile displaying different images on each side.

Figure 11: Two tiles displaying the single Japanese signs to write volcano meaning fire and mountain (left) become a volcano when clipped together (right).

in the folder. A similar approach can be used for other applications. For example could each member of an online meeting be placed one tile and the rotation or flipping could be used to mute the single participants.

5.2.2. Video-Projection

Similar to the first application, the user can create a sculpture where each tile shows a movie or video. The video is paused as long as the tile it belongs to is tracked. However, when the user takes out the tile so that it is not tracked by the camera anymore, the movie will start playing. For this application, we take advantage of the circumstance that the projection’s size increases when displayed onto a further object (see Fig. 9 right). By taking out the tile, the video can be projected in a larger scale onto another surface like a wall. Additional functionalities could be implemented with other tiles of the same sculpture. For example, could one tile be used to increase or decrease the sound volume when taken out or to rewind.

Figure 12: Fire being extinguished upon combining with rainy cloud (left) and hourglass which can be physically turned.

5.2.3. Drawing

This application makes use of the external LED light. The user can first create a structure and then draw onto it. They can choose the color and brush size via sliders on the side of the structure that can be activated with the external light. It is further possible to exchange the drawn color for a texture and assign additional behavior to it. In Figure 7 on the right, the colors were exchanged for grass and water textures onto which animals like fish and rabbits would then spawn.

5.2.4. Game

As a last application, we created a small game where the user can create their own map. To show this, we designed a simple space-shooter where the user can move around and shoot at each other’s space-ships (see Fig. 14). Though, the principle of map creation is applicable to several games.

First, the user sets up the structure. Then, the external light can be used to draw different obstacles or grounds onto the structure. In our case, we provided three types: A ground that would speed up the player while moving above it (red), one that slows them down (blue) and one that is not passable (stone) and destroys the player upon touching. The players can then move their ship but also take out the tiles that other players are on to destroy them. In a first test-play with members of our laboratory, we noticed that the users turned the drawing phase of the map already into a game where the one holding the external LED light tried to capture the players by drawing the not passable ground onto them. Furthermore, the users would move around the three dimensional display, increasing their physical exertion.

Figure 14: Two user interacting with the system where one tries to capture the other user’s ship (left) and a closeup of a user shooting at one of the structures (right)

6. Discussion

The variety of possible applications shows the high customization potential of our system. The physical interaction and sturdiness of
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the system allows for experimentation and creativity by the user. Nonetheless, there are still considerations and limitations we would like to discuss hereinafter.

6.1. Computational Time Improvement
First of all, we are currently running our whole system as a single process which can cause a noticeable delay in displaying the correct tiles position and content. The length of the delay depends on the amount of tiles visible in the image since for every tile, the needed steps for the tracking have to be performed after each other. To get rid of this dependency and to improve the overall runtime, we would like to run them in parallel by using multiprocessing.

6.2. Increasing Projection Space
Though our tracking is designed to optimize the projection space in the center of the tile, the magnets and dots for the ID recognition are still decreasing the clear projection surface. While the dots are displaying the information but with a lesser quality, the magnets are blocking the projection light completely. Therefore, we would like to investigate more into alternative connections like stacking. The sides of the tiles could be designed in a way so that they will connect to each other by their shape itself. We need to pay attention to the robustness of the material though, as some shapes might break off easily, especially, when frequently attached and detached. Hence, we need to carefully balance between the increase of the projection space and the usability.

6.3. Alternative Materials
So far, the structure of created displays with our system needs to be visible by the camera-projector set-up. However, alternative materials for the center part of the tiles could increase the projection space in interesting ways. For instance, a half-mirror placed inside the structure could funnel the light of the camera-projector set-up to previously occluded tiles like in Figure 15. This would allow for even more complex structures. Though, it needs to be determined if the light reaching through the half-mirror is still bright enough to create a clear image.

Another material consideration is polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) foil which turns transparent when connected to electricity and is opaque otherwise. This change can be performed within milliseconds not perceptible by the human eye which would allow to seemingly project onto the foil and the surroundings behind it at the same time.

A last consideration are small LCD screens. These would have the disadvantage of reducing the overall display space since the surroundings cannot be projected onto but would increase the mobility and image quality of the system. Ideally, our system will incorporate all of these materials in different tiles that can be exchanged and combined depending on the situation and the user’s needs.

6.4. Alternative Setups
To deal with the over-lighting that the projector would cause for a standard RGB camera, we are using an infrared camera with some infrared LEDs around the fisheye lens. While this solves the problem of the over-lighting, it decreases the range of the system since light does not reach objects which are further away. Moreover, any color information is lost which limits the tracking possibilities. Therefore, we would like to switch to an RGB camera and a high-speed projector. This would allow us to synchronize them, so that the camera will only capture during the frames in which the projector’s image will be turned to black.

6.5. Interaction Methods and Evaluation
Our current system provides an interaction based on the tiles themselves and an external LED light. However, we would like to include other input methods as well. For instance, could holes in the tiles’ structure be used to capture the users themselves, therefore allowing gesture recognition as an input. Furthermore, as alternative to the external light, we would like to include a touch based input. When a constant ambient light shines through the tiles, the user’s finger can be detected as a shadow on them. However, the current coating cannot be applied homogeneous enough to always ensure the finger to be detected which is why we are experimenting with alternative coatings for the tiles like tracing paper.

To confirm the practicality and intuitiveness of our system, we still need to conduct a user study. Since our system is targeted towards non-experts and in particular families, we would like to conduct a user study with children. We think that our tiles are suited well for children since they are made from robust and inexpensive material that can withstand a rigorous handling typical for young children. In the study we would like to investigate whether our implemented interaction methods are comprehensible and enjoyable for a young user unfamiliar to the system. Further, we would like to observe if and which other interactions the user will try to perform with the tiles that we have not thought of.

7. Conclusion
We present OmniTiles, a user customizable display consisting of base tiles which can be arranged freely by the user via a magnetic clipping system. Our system combines omni-directional projection displays with the high customizability of shape changing interfaces while enabling various behaviors for single tiles. The introduced clipping and tracking provide a sturdy low-cost system that allows the user to generate and change complex structures without any prior training. This makes the system particularly suited for families with young children who can experiment with the tiles freely. We demonstrated the variety of our system by showing several applications and interaction methods. We further discussed ways to improve and extend the system as well as future plans.
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